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Overview of today’s session

About the Course:
• Who are we?
• Learning outcomes
• Weekly schedule
• Assessment
• Tools
• Who are you?

HCI ”in the world”:
• Weekly example

Questions about the Week 1 Materials
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Learning Outcomes

1.Demonstrate, in writing, knowledge of the issues and problems in HCI , and an 
understanding of human perception and behaviour in analysing their interactions with 
technology in their every day lives

2.Use established design principles and methodologies to solve HCI problems

3.Acquire confidence in handling different disciplinary perspectives on HCI and the ability to 
apply them to design problems

4.The ability to devise, plan and execute task analysis and system evaluation studies from 
an HCI perspective, and present findings in a clear and effective manner

5.Demonstrate awareness of current areas of research by locating and summarising 
examples of recent progress
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Flipped Classroom

https://vimeo.com/70893101 

Centre for Teaching and Learning, University of Texas at Austin. 2013.

This course does not have 
traditional “lectures”.

The idea is you watch the 
videos for a set week before 
the session, and come ready 
to discuss at the session.

I.e., the logic of a traditional 
classroom is “flipped”

https://vimeo.com/70893101


A Week in HCI

You should be doing this each week:

• Each week, work through the video lectures on Media Hopper, linked on the Open 
Courses page: https://opencourse.inf.ed.ac.uk/hci 

• Check the supporting literature, linked on the Schedule – there is useful additional 
reading here which is recommended to engage with.

• Work on the Coursework (suggested steps on the Schedule)
• Ask questions at the Q&A on Tuesdays, and listen to examples of HCI in practice
• A live Q&A on Fridays on Piazza, with Nicole

https://opencourse.inf.ed.ac.uk/hci


Schedule
https://opencourse.inf.ed.ac.uk/hci/schedule 

https://opencourse.inf.ed.ac.uk/hci/schedule


Added value … Design Informatics research talks

Every Thursday at 4pm – Inspace and Zoom – talks on HCI, data and digital design



Assessment

CW1: Design - Students work in teams of 3-4 to refine design requirements, identify problems, and 
design a user interface mock-up using an online tool like Figma.

CW2: Evaluate - Students work in teams of 3-4 to evaluate two design created by different teams. 
They use a Cognitive Walkthrough approach, analysed the results and make recommendations 
about how the design might be improved and the different types of problems users might have 
when interacting with it. These reports will be returned to the initial CW1 design team.

CW3: Refine - Students work in teams of 3-4 to improve a CW1 design and plan an evaluation that 
could determine if the improvements are working as expected. The improved design will also be 
done using an online mock-up tool. The new evaluation will also be only an evaluation plan and will 
not be run with participants.

Individual Engagement - Accompanying each coursework is an individual quiz which also 
contains some harder open-text questions to assess engagement with the coursework.

https://www.figma.com/


Assessment

CW1

CW2

CW3

Quiz 1

Quiz 2

Quiz 3

Do your best to be on time - delays impact your fellow classmates

Schedules of adjustments will be honoured

Assessment details on LEARN – Assessment > Coursework 1: Design



How we will engage with you

We interact live during the Q&A sessions! Whether you show up for Q&A is up to you, but 
remember - this is your opportunity to interact with Aurora and me in person

We also interact asynchronously during the remaining time via Piazza:
• Questions will be answered on Piazza, even if asked via email.
• Turn around: we aim for one working day (Working day: Mon-Fri, 9-5pm)
• Don’t expect answers by email or on Piazza over the weekend
• Stay tuned for further announcements via LEARN



Testing Piazza…. who are you?



Useful resources

Martin and Hanington. 2012. Universal Methods 
of Design. Rockport, Beverly, USA

Available in the UoE Library, link in “Resource 
List” on LEARN. You need to be signed in via 
MyEd.

Links to specific chapters on “Schedule” page on 
Open Courses* 

*we know some links are broken – note the chapter 
number and title, and find the chapter in the UMD book 
in the library.



Useful resources

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature



Useful resources

Ko, A. 2023. Design Methods. 
https://faculty.washington.edu/ajko/books/design-methods 

https://faculty.washington.edu/ajko/books/design-methods


HCI “in the world”





Harper, R. R, J. A. Hughes, and D. Z. 
Shapiro: ‘Working in harmony: An 
examination of computer technology in
air traffic control,’ in E-CSCW ‘89, Gatwick, 
London, 13-15 September,1989, 1989, pp. 
73-86.

Harper, R. R., J. A. Hughes, and D. Z. 
Shapiro: ‘Harmonious working and CSCW: 
Computer technology and air traffic control,’ 
in J. M. Bowers and S. D. Benford (eds.): 
Studies in Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work. Theoyr, Practice and Design, North-
Holland, Amsterdam, 1991,pp. 225234









Some reflections…

• HCI has a focus on understanding existing practices – what 
people do, why they do it, how they do it – and appreciating 
these. Technology supports and augments rather than 
replaces. 

• HCI avoids blaming users for errors and failures – it’s about 
understanding why errors occur, how systems can be better 
designed to avoid these.

• HCI is about trusting users – if they are saying something is 
not working for them, investigate it, fix it.



Week 1 Q&A

- Questions on Week 1 videos?
- Questions on the course?



For next week (Week 2)

• If you haven’t already, review the Week 1 videos!
• Also, make sure to review the Week 2 videos: Design Requirements Gathering
• If you’d like to pose a question to us to discuss in the weekly Q&A, post this in Piazza 

in “Week 2 Q&A Questions”.
• Find a group for your coursework!

https://media.ed.ac.uk/playlist/dedicated/220142153/1_eevon8w2/


Any questions..

• Post to the Piazza!
• John Vines: john.vines@ed.ac.uk
• Aurora Constantin: aurora.constantin@ed.ac.uk 

mailto:john.vines@ed.ac.uk
mailto:aurora.constantin@ed.ac.uk


Introduction to HCI:

The Design Process


